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ABStrACt  In this article, we explore the role of the Canadian media during the 2008 par-
liamentary crisis. While the crisis was resolved when the Governor General granted a request
for prorogation that allowed the Prime Minister to avoid a vote of no-conﬁdence, debate per-
sists about the wisdom of such action. We argue this event represents an important case study
in understanding how the Canadian media communicates essential principles of parliamen-
tary democracy. Five years later, and based on recent research, we compare survey results on
the 2008 prorogation between 10 leading Canadian journalists and commentators, and 30
constitutional scholars and former advisers to the Crown. 
KEyWorDS  Prorogation; Media; Survey; Constitutional scholars
réSUMé  Dans cet article, nous explorons le rôle joué par les médias canadiens au cours de
la crise parlementaire en 2008. Alors que la crise a été résolue lorsque le gouverneur général
a accordé une demande de prorogation qui a permis au premier ministre d’éviter un vote de
non-conﬁance, le débat persiste sur la sagesse d’une telle action. Nous soutenons que cet
événement offre l’occasion de mieux comprendre comment les médias canadiens
représentent les principes essentiels de la démocratie parlementaire. Cinq ans plus tard, et
sur la base de recherches récentes, nous comparons les résultats d’une enquête sur la
prorogation de 2008 effectuée auprès de 10 journalistes et commentateurs canadiens bien
en vue, et 30 professeurs de droit constitutionnel ou anciens conseillers de la Couronne.
MotS CléS  Prorogation; Médias; Enquête; Spécialistes en droit constitutionnel
Introduction
Media play a variety of roles in a democracy. From investigating and informing, tovalidating or contesting political messages, media shapes public discourse con-
cerning politics, democracy, and governance (Chaffee & Frank, 1996; livingstone,
Couldry, & Markham, (2007). this is by no means a recent observation. Walter
lippman (1922) noted that people make sense of the world presented to them by the
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news media because of the tendency for the media to help order and organize the re-
ality in which people live. the news media inﬂuence what issues are relevant to society,
and hence shape the way a message’s audience perceive their reality. this inﬂuence is
based on the way presented images inﬂuence how individuals construct their respec-
tive reality of the world. As lippmann argues, “the world that we have to deal with
politically is out of reach, out of sight, out of mind” (lippmann, 1922, p. 32).
While few doubt the media’s role in shaping news, it is the myriad ways in which
media, the public, and policymakers interact that is central to a nuanced understanding
of Canada’s political system. on this view, less attention should be paid to how the media
inﬂuence the public and policymakers per se, and more should be paid to both the con-
nections between the public and elected ofﬁcials, as well as to the role the media plays
in mediating these interactions. For instance, Hugo Cyr (2013) has observed that on elec-
tion nights, media in Canada compete against one another to be the ﬁrst to declare which
party will form the next government. In the rush to make these announcements, the
media often substitute a complex set of constitutional rules, principles, and practices for
the simplistic view that the political party that has won the largest number of seats has
won the election, and hence the right to form the next government (Cyr, 2013).
Elections are an important, but not exclusive, example of the importance of how
media frames constitutional issues in Canada, and the consequences that result. the
2008 prorogation represents an important case study in understanding how the
Canadian media communicates essential principles of parliamentary democracy. In
this article, we build on past work that suggests that the 2008 prorogation offered a
problematic picture of what Canadians know about their democracy (Wheeldon, 2011),
as well as more recent research that highlights the problematic role that the media
played in communicating what was at stake during the run up to the 2008 prorogation
(McBrien, 2012; Miljan, 2011; Wheeldon, 2013).
Building on Soroka’s (2002) agenda-setting framework for issue analysis, we com-
pare the views of 30 Canadian constitutional scholars and advisers to the Crown, with
the views of 10 national journalists and commentators to test the hypothesis that jour-
nalists and commentators (media) had a fundamentally different view of the consti-
tutional questions at stake in 2008 than leading constitutional scholars and advisors
to the Crown (experts). the article is organized to discuss the role of the media in a
democracy, and to synthesize past research, highlighting the problematic role played
by the Canadian media during the parliamentary crisis during November and
December 2008. our ﬁndings suggest that ﬁve years after the 2008 prorogation, re-
spondents are better informed on the issues that were at stake in 2008 and more cog-
nizant of the consequences of failing to “fact check” statements of constitutional
signiﬁcance made by the prime minister. We conclude that, should similar crises
emerge, a deliberate effort to identify agendas, frames, and arguments for and against
speciﬁc propositions might allow the media to present various legitimate debates that
exist, rather than prematurely accepting dominant frames.
Agenda-setting framework: Models, frames, and key concepts
If more scholarly attention is needed to understand the media’s role in shaping political
and civic engagement in Canada (o’Neill, 2009), a useful ﬁrst step might be to examine
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case studies in which multiple agendas intersect (Soroka, 2002). Furthermore, it may
be especially valuable to explore events in which the media’s role has been critiqued
(Wheeldon, 2013). the agenda-setting function of the media was formally conceptu-
alized in McCombs and Shaw’s 1972 study of the media coverage during the 1968 U.S.
presidential election. Agenda setting refers to how the media organizes, constructs,
and presents political news. Agenda setting is best deﬁned as referring to 
the idea that there is a strong correlation between the emphasis that mass
media place on certain issues (relative placement or amount of coverage),
and the importance attributed to these issues by mass audiences.
(Scheufele & tewksbury, 2007, p. 11)
It has become the most common theoretical foundation research on mass media research
for more than 30 years (Scheufele & tewksbury, 2007; Walgrave & Van Aelst, 2006).1
Understanding agenda setting requires assessing relational frameworks among
media, the public, and policymakers, all of whom have speciﬁc agendas that both
shape and are shaped by the nature of the news story (Kleinnijenhuis & rietberg, 1995;
rogers, Dearing & Bregman, 1993; Walgrave, 2008). one means to characterize the
agenda-setting process is based on three sources or models of agenda setting: bottom-
up, top-down, and mediacracy (Kleinnijenhuis & rietberg, 1995). Each of these models
addresses a distinct origin for agendas appearing within the news. this includes the
transfer and establishment of issue salience on public issues, as well as the process of
political communication involving both how problems and the range of satisfactory
solutions are identiﬁed (Birkland, 1997; Dery, 2000). In Canada, Soroka (2002) has
presented the agenda-setting framework as one that involves the interaction between
the public agenda, the policy agenda, and the media agenda.
the public agenda can be seen alongside the bottom-up model of agenda setting.
In this model, it is the public’s concerns that are prioritized and that are posited to in-
ﬂuence the political agenda. thus, the media acts as a conduit of information of public
concerns to the political elite, and public preferences drive policy developments
(Kleinnijenhuis & rietberg, 1995). In such instances, the media serves principally as
an information provider rather than an opinion shaper. the policy agenda might be
seen alongside the top-down model of agenda setting. Both suggest that political elites
inﬂuence the media’s agenda (Mastaganis & Payne, 2005), which then in turn may in-
ﬂuence the public’s agenda or perception of an issue (Kleinnijenhuis & rietberg, 1995).
on the other hand, the media may play a role based on the ways in which they simply
reﬂect, or more rarely, challenge the frames presented by political elites.  this forms
the basis of the third agenda-setting model, mediacracy (Kleinnijenhuis & rietberg,
1995), or, according to Soroka (2002), the media agenda. It suggests a more involved
role for media in which they “create pseudo events by which they shape cognitions
about the real world” (Kleinnijenhuis & rietberg, 1995, p. 100). Positioned between
the top-down and bottom-up models, this approach views the media as the central
agenda-setting institution within society.
In addition to these agenda-setting approaches, there are three other concepts
that may interact to shape the presentation of news and its inﬂuence on viewers. one
is “obtrusiveness,” understood as the amount of personal experience with an issue.
For example, Chernov (2010) found that those who did not have personal experience
with an issue showed signiﬁcant attitude change based on how the story was presented,
further validating ﬁndings that have been reproduced in dozens of other studies (Aday,
2006; Hastie & Park, 1986; Iyengar, 1991; McCombs, 2004). 
Another relevant concept is “priming,” which refers to the ways in which the pres-
entation of news can impact the “standards that people use to make political evalua-
tions” (Iyengar & Kinder, 1987, p. 63). Priming can occur when news content suggests
to news audiences that they ought to use speciﬁc issues as benchmarks for evaluating
the performance of leaders and governments. While some consider priming to be an
extension of agenda setting, it is perhaps best seen along side it. Agenda setting may
make some issues more salient in people’s mind than others, while priming suggests
the standards people ought to take into account when making judgments about po-
litical candidates or issues (Scheufele & tewksbury, 2007).
the ﬁnal concept is “framing.” Distinct from how issues are selected by the media
and/or how these issues are primed for public consumption, framing focuses explicitly
on how events are characterized. Scheufele & tewksbury (2007) suggest the sociological
foundations of framing can be based on the idea that individuals understand the world
in reference to their own life experiences (Goffman, 1974). In a series of experiments,
researchers demonstrated how different presentations of essentially identical decision-
making scenarios inﬂuence people’s choices and their evaluation of the various options
(Kahneman & tversky, 1979; 1984). these concepts are essential to any evaluation of
the media’s role in 2008 of communicating key principles of parliamentary democracy.
Media (mis)representations in 2008: Agendas, coverage, and critiques 
on Friday, November 28, 2008, standing before a press conference in the foyer of the
House of Commons, Prime Minister Stephen Harper announced that he was resched-
uling an opposition Day scheduled for Monday, December 1st. It had been previously
announced by opposition parties that the opposition day in question was to be used
to move a motion of non-conﬁdence in the Harper government. this would have al-
most certainly seen the fall of the Conservative Government, as all three opposition
parties had signalled their intention to defeat the government. on December 1st, the
liberal Party of Canada and the New Democratic Party (NDP) signed an accord, pledg-
ing to work together until June 30th, 2011, while the Bloc Québecois agreed to support
the proposed coalition government until June 30th, 2010 (russell & Sossin, 2009). on
December 4th, the Prime Minister surprised many when he advised the Governor
General to prorogue parliament while a vote of conﬁdence was pending (Miller, 2009).
Between December 1st and December 4th, Harper pursued a number of communication
strategies that confused constitutional conventions and stoked nationalistic animus
and regional tensions within Canada (Wheeldon, 2011). 
In the ﬁrst few years since the 2008 prorogation, there was little reﬂection on the
media’s role during the crisis. Few commented on the signiﬁcance of the protests out-
side rideau Hall that had been orchestrated by the Prime Minister’s ofﬁce. Further,
no one noted the potential personal conﬂict of interest that the “separatist takeover”
narrative implied for the Governor General. Instead of recognizing the importance of
the two competing views in 2008 about the nature of Canada’s parliamentary system
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of government, the media has at times appeared self-congratulatory, arguing that since
the coalition fell apart, their coverage focusing on Dion’s perceived weaknesses was
justiﬁed (Wheeldon, 2011). the problem is that media decisions about what to cover
ignored the fact that Canadians were ill prepared to challenge the attempts to sow con-
fusion about the way democracy operates. At times, the media appeared to be caught
up in what Don Newman called “the fantastic tory spin machine” (Klein, 2009). 
In retrospect there were at least three frames based on the agenda-setting frame-
work presented above, which the media might have focused upon. the top-down, or
policy agenda, might have resulted in media coverage on prorogation, based on the
frames presented in the House of Commons about the role of responsible government
in a Westminster parliamentary system (McBrien, 2012). this might have pitted tradi-
tional notions of responsible government, which simply require that those who exer-
cise ultimate political power always obtain and hold the support of the House to use
that power (Smith, 2009), with newer untested notions of majoritarianism, in which
Canadians directly elect a Prime Minister who exerts executive authority with few im-
pediments (Flanagan, 2009).
For example, Harper insisted that the government would “use all legal means to
resist this undemocratic seizure of power” (Mercer, 2008). this appeared to suggest
another departure from past parliamentary practice. Dismissing his own party’s fail-
ure to capture a majority in the 2008 election, he asserted that the coalition would
overturn his minority government’s right to govern. through Conservative radio and
tV ads, Harper contended, “a leader whose party captured just 25% of the vote in
the october 14 election doesn’t have a legitimate mandate to govern” (Chase, Curry
& Campbell, 2008).
A central issue within this frame is how to understand the role of elections. Under
traditional notions of responsible government, elections are but one means to ensure
political accountability. Canadians elect a local Member of Parliament (MP) to repre-
sent them in ottawa, and the Executive is selected from this group of M.P.’s. During
the crisis in 2008, the majoritarian view of democracy was presented by the
Conservatives, in which the recent election was the one and only mechanism by which
a government could gain a mandate (Simpson, 2009).
Another frame might be based on the bottom-up, public model centred on the
role of political and linguistic minorities. In Canada, there are strong feelings about the
political role of the Bloc Québecois, who have explicitly focused on the regional, political,
and cultural rights of French-speaking Quebeckers. Beyond the constitutional question
of the legitimacy of coalitions, once the Prime Minister embraced a narrative that ap-
peared to de-legitimize the Bloc Québecois (BQ) as a political minority, he was appeal-
ing to many Canadians who resent the Parti Québecois and by extension the Bloc for
the tactics used before and after the 1995 referendum (levy, 2009). For example, state-
ments made in the House of Commons by Stephen Harper referred to the accord be-
tween the liberals and NDP as undemocratic backroom dealing, and claimed that the
inclusion of the BQ amounted to “a betrayal of the voters of this country, a betrayal of
the best interests of our economy, and a betrayal of the best interests of our country”
(topp, 2009).
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this theme continued as the Prime Minster erroneously alleged that three
clearly visible maple leaf ﬂags at the coalition’s signing ceremony did not exist, and
railed against the “unpatriotic” coalition. Harper stated: “such an illegitimate gov-
ernment would be a catastrophe for our democracy, our unity and our economy”
and that the NDP and liberals have entered into an “unholy alliance” with the Bloc
Québecois,  “a party that is here in ottawa for no other reason than to destroy the
country we all love.” (Whittington, Campion-Smith & MacCharles, 2008). other con-
servatives, like John Baird, Jean-Pierre Blackburn, and Jim Prentice, equated support
for the coalition with a “separatist coup d’etat” and threatened that “Conservatives
would go over the head of Parliament and of the Governor General” (Akin, de Souza,
Mayeda & o’Neill, 2008).
these statements appeared to some as a cynical effort to mislead the public about
coalition-building, given that Harper had himself proposed cooperative efforts with
the Bloc Québecois (BQ) while in opposition (o’Malley, 2008).the simplistic sugges-
tion that every BQ voter is a separatist intent on destroying Canada is silly. Many simply
seek more control for Québec over its own internal affairs and a stronger role for
Québec inside Canada. By portraying the BQ, and Quebeckers in general, as being a
threat to national unity in Canada (Maioni, 2008), Harper played on old nationalistic
divisions. Canadians might have been well served by media efforts to ask the govern-
ment to explain why it is that Quebeckers who voted for the BQ now have less political
and civic rights to participate in government than everyone else.
two recent projects have offered important contributions to understanding the
media’s role in 2008 (Miljan, 2011; McBrien, 2012). the ﬁrst is a Master’s thesis
(McBrien, 2012) that explored the agendas and frames used by newspapers in their
coverage of the 2008 prorogation. Based on a content analysis of articles that appeared
between November 27th, 2008, and December 7th, 2008, in the Toronto Star, National
Post, and Le Devoir, key themes, messages, and terms were identiﬁed, categorized and
compared. McBrien (2012) hypothesized that, as a policy-driven issue, prorogation
would emerge through the top-down model of agenda setting and lead to frames pre-
sented in the House of Commons about the role of responsible government in the
Westminster system. He further suggested competing views would be more likely to
appear based on the perceived ideological orientation of the newspaper. Instead, he
found newspapers placed more salience on frames and agendas concerning terms like
“socialists,” and “separatists” (McBrien, 2012).
the second involved an institutional analysis of how the liberal-NDP accord was
framed through national television news during the ﬁrst week of December 2008
(Miljan, 2011). Miljan argues that the media left the debate of the merits of the pro-
posed coalition, or the prorogation of parliament, to the frame sponsors. Instead, tel-
evision media focused their commentary on how the parties performed, the next
strategic move by the government or coalition partners, and the potential problems
the coalition would face if led by Stéphane Dion (p. 571). the emphasis by television
news on Dion’s leadership status, concern about the role of the BQ, and the lack of
Canadian examples of federal coalition governments, helped to legitimize Harper’s
unprecedented request to prorogue parliament (p. 573).
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together these ﬁndings suggest that the media selected which frames to focus on,
deﬁning how the government and opposition parties ought to be judged, and ranked
which issues mattered in 2008. Understanding how television and print journalism
covered the parliamentary crisis is also important, given that few Canadians had any
recent personal experience with conﬁdence votes leading to government changing
hands, with coalition governments formed after an election, or with prorogation either
on its own or in 2008 as a contested practice. television news primed the viewing public
by focusing on the strategy and performance of the government and the opposition
during this period (Miljan, 2011), while leading newspapers framed the issues at stake
as ones related to political leadership and regional divisions (McBrien, 2012).
the role of the media in 2008 was widely criticized in a recent project involving
Canadian constitutional scholars and former advisers to lieutenant Governors and
Governors General (Wheeldon, 2013). Although not speciﬁcally asked within the sur-
vey, numerous respondents pointed to the lack of understanding among Canadians
about our parliamentary system and the media’s “farcical” role. In sum:
very few if any of the journalists understood Canada’s Parliamentary system
or the role/prerogatives of the Crown in the system. Most bought into the
Harper government’s tactics and strategy without any critical thinking.
(p. 20)
Five years later, it may be reasonable to assess to what extent the Canadian media is
better placed to confront the constitutional questions that emerged in 2008 and that
remain relevant to understanding possible reforms to Crown prerogative, parliamen-
tary accountability, and the role of the Governor General.2
Methods: Question, sample, data collection and analysis
Research focus
one explanation for the suggestion that journalists and commentators in 2008 focused
on terms like “socialist” and “separatist” and covered strategy, tactics, and regional
differences instead of engaging the broader questions of constitutional signiﬁcance is
that they simply did not understand basic political and civic concepts that animate
Canada’s parliamentary system. While retrospective analysis is impossible, one can ex-
plore current views of journalists and commentators by comparing their answers to a
survey on the constitutional issues at play in 2008 with the answers provided by sub-
ject matter experts, such as constitutional scholars and former advisors to the Canadian
Crown. In this article, we tested the hypothesis that journalists and commentators
(media) have a fundamentally different view of the constitutional questions at stake
from that of leading constitutional scholars and advisors to the Crown (experts).
Sample
Between october and November 2012, the views of 14 national journalists and com-
mentators were solicited from a variety of national publications. Journalists were con-
tacted by email and invited to complete an online survey using the online survey
software Qualtrics. All were promised anonymity and conﬁdentiality.3 this conven-
ience sample was developed based on the following criteria: 
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1. Journalists and commentators who wrote on the 2008 prorogation during
or after the events of December 2008;
2. Journalists and commentators who are currently employed by Canadian
newspapers and news outlets;
3. Journalists and commentators who have expressed conﬂicting views on
the 2008 prorogation. 
of the 14 solicited journalists and commentators, 10 started and completed the survey
representing a response rate of just over 70%. 
Data collection 
Data collection was completed using an online survey that included speciﬁc questions
and a choice of answers on the 2008 prorogation. the options provided were based
on propositions published in peer-reviewed books and articles since 2008 and were
reviewed by three scholars who have published distinct and contradictory positions
on the 2008 prorogation. In this article, we focus on comparing responses to 1) the ex-
istence and nature of the Governor General’s discretion to prorogue; and 2) the impact
of prorogation on principles of responsible government. In every question, participants
were given an opportunity to add their own responses. 
Analysis
the research utilized the analytic tool Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH), which
is an example of a Structured Analytic technique used to identify mental mind-sets,
manage uncertainty, and improve judgment (Heuer, 1999). these strategies were de-
veloped in part through careful analysis of past decision-making processes drawn from
domestic and foreign policy scenarios (Neustadt &  May, 1986). Speciﬁcally, ACH is use-
ful when there is a large amount of data to absorb and evaluate, and when analysts
themselves have a view on the topic or issue. the approach focuses on presenting the
theories that have been advanced and the evidence for these views and disentangling
the assumptions upon which these theories are based (Heuer & Pherson, 2010).
In this study, we used ACH to compare the two most popular positions taken by
journalists and commentators, and constitutional scholars and former advisers to the
Crown.4 Additional questions exploring the underlying logic of each position were like-
wise quantiﬁed and compared. Consistent with ACH, the focus involved testing sup-
port for speciﬁc hypotheses surrounding the 2008 prorogation to ascertain which
explanations appear the weakest and which explanations remain contentious and/or
require more attention. In addition, when participants shared additional comments,
views, or reﬂections, these were combined and integrated into the analysis. 
Findings: Comparing survey results
In sum, there is little support for the hypothesis that the media surveyed through this
project had a signiﬁcantly different view of the constitutional questions at stake. While
differences between the groups emerged, ﬁve years later, the essential debate based
on the top two responses is the same for both groups. this debate might be framed as
between, on the one hand, those who hold that the Governor General has broad dis-
cretion to rely upon his or her personal discretion in assessing governing coalitions,
and, on the other hand, those who argue that the Governor General’s discretion to re-
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fuse the Prime Minister is limited to determining the views of the House, Canada’s
only democratic institution at the federal level. the ﬁndings are presented based on
the following themes: 1) the existence and nature of the Governor General’s discretion;
and 2) the impact of the 2008 prorogation on responsible government. of speciﬁc in-
terest are the similarities and differences between journalists and commentators
(media) and constitutional scholars and former advisers to the Crown (experts). 
1) the existence and nature of the Governor General’s discretion in 2008
In response to the question, “Did the Governor General have the discretion in 2008 to
refuse the Prime Minister?”, a large majority of respondents agreed that she had. While
a higher percentage of experts (86%) than media respondents (80%) argued the
Governor General had discretion, the difference is small. table 1 reports a comparison
of the replies.
Table 1: Expert and media views of Governor General’s discretion in 2008
When asked about the logic behind their view, media respondents who stated that
the Governor General had discretion to refuse the Prime Minister were split evenly be-
tween those who thought that the Governor General always retained the right to refuse
and those who thought that the discretion was limited to ensuring the House met on
the vote of no conﬁdence. Experts suggested by a 2-1 margin that this discretion was tied
to determining who held conﬁdence in the House of Commons, as presented in table 2.
Table 2: Expert and media views on nature of Governor General’s discretion 
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2) views on the impact of prorogation on responsible government
When asked which statement best reﬂected their view on the impact of the 2008 pro-
rogation on principles of responsible government, a majority of scholars stated it had
harmed principles of responsible government. Based on the ACH analysis, the top two
responses are presented in table 3.
Table 3: Expert and media views on the impact of 2008 prorogation
When asked which statement best reﬂected the views of participants on the
Governor General’s decision to follow the advice of the Prime Minister in 2008, a ma-
jority replied that the Governor General’s decision was problematic given that proro-
gation temporarily undermined the role of House to determine who governs Canada.
the second most common answer was that the Governor General should rely upon
personal discretion to assess “appropriateness” of alternative governing coalitions.
table 4 reports the top 2 answers for both groups.
Table 4: Expert and media views on the Governor General’s decision of 2008
In addition to selecting speciﬁc propositions in answering the survey, some par-
ticipants offered additional reﬂections. For example, some journalists and commenta-
tors surveyed were critical of the media’s role in 2008. Some argued broadly that:
the entire affair was compromised by … a lack of understanding of the
conventions of parliamentary government in Canada by the public and
parliamentarians and journalists.
others suggested that the “media failed in its role by not sufﬁciently fact-checking
the Prime Minister’s argument that ‘the party that wins the most seats forms the gov-
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ernment.’” there is little support for the hypothesis that journalists and commentators
view the constitutional issues in 2008 differently today than do constitutional scholars
and advisers to the Crown. there is evidence, however, that journalists and commen-
tators are aware that they (like most Canadians) did not know enough about the issues
at stake in 2008 to properly convey the signiﬁcance of the debates, the assertions, and
the consequences of accepting one constitutional view over another. 
Discussion: Mediacracy and media’s role in political crises
the term “mediacracy” was popularized in a 1975 book by Kevin Phillips entitled:
Mediacracy: American Parties and Politics in the Communications Age in which he
posited the likely effects that new communication technologies would have on
American politics. the central tenet of mediacracy is that the media agenda sets both
the public agenda and the political agenda. While Kleinnijenhuis and rietberg (1995)
found little support for it in their seminal study of the presentation of economic issues
in the Netherlands in the 1980s, it has remained a ﬁxture of Media and Communication
Studies. Many hold that within established democracies, the media is an “inevitable
third element,” mediating between the political system and citizens (Ansolabehere,
Behr & Iyengar, 1993; Bennett & Entman, 2000; Graber, 2001).
one view of mediacracy implies that a media system is a self-reliant social sub-
system in which independent actors serve as the “fourth estate,” a term ﬁrst used by
Edmund Burke in a debate about the need to open the U.K. House of Commons to
the press in 1787 (Schultz, 1998). In general, media are viewed as playing a central role
in the development, framing, and presentation of political “news.” Many still hold the
view that media are independent actors within a democracy, holding government and
other powerful elites to account. A more sceptical view presents mediacracy as the re-
sult of a fusion between political and media elites. Colin Seymour-Ure (1974) argued
that “parallelism” existed between parties and newspapers, based on ownership of
the mass media, the editorial choices of the news organizations, and the party afﬁlia-
tion of the readership. More recent conceptions explore how common views, assump-
tions, and dominant positions form part of what has been called media-political
parallelism (Bodrunova, 2010).
Perhaps because the notion of mediacracy remains contested, there has been lit-
tle research on how much the media knows or understands about contentious issues,
and how this shapes whether top-down or bottom-up frames are more likely to be
adopted. In the public agenda, or bottom-up model, the media may simply reframe
issues identiﬁed by the public in terms likely to be “newsworthy.” likewise, in top-
down or policy agenda models, the media plays a more or less neutral conduit for
stories generated by political elites by reporting what one ofﬁcial stated. the medi-
acracy model assigns media an essential and even dominant role in societal agenda
setting as they affect both the public agenda and the policy agenda.  If correct, more
research is needed to understand and assess how well informed the media is when
contentious issues emerge so that they may fully and fairly discharge their duty
(Miljan, 2011). 
this study suggests that debates remain on both the role of the Governor General
and the 2008 prorogation, and while one view is more popular for both media and ex-
perts, the two most common views are the same for both groups. While it is not pos-
sible to retrospectively assess knowledge in 2008, questions remain about how to or-
ganize media practice when political crises emerge. to help explain the “dialectics” of
media practice, Bauder (2010) applies Bourdieu’s (1998) concept of habitus to journal-
ists. Known as the practices, dispositions, styles and tastes that are shared among the
members of a social or professional community, habitus offers a means to understand
the informal practices within newsrooms. Bauder (2010) shows how editors, reporters,
and media staff adopt common rules of news publishing, standards of journalistic in-
tegrity, norms of establishing legitimacy, and practices to select information. As active
agents, media select and interpret news events relying at least in part on journalistic
“gut feelings” to select newsworthy information (Schultz, 2007).
the problem is how informal practices may complicate competing views of jour-
nalistic roles and responsibilities. on the one hand journalists have an obligation to
write accurately and objectively about real occurrences in the world (Schudson, 2002).
on the other, the media typically follows particular practices to select, interpret, and
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Table 5: Identifying agendas, arguments, and frames during the 2008 crisis
Policy-Led
“Top Down”
Media-Led
“Mediacracy”
Public-Led
“Bottom Up”
Government Opposition Style Substance Fears Rights
FACT CPC won a
plurality of
seats in
last elec-
tion and
has a man-
date to gov-
ern
A majority
of voters
chose
other par-
ties who
will work
together 
Dion does
not “look”
like a
Prime
Minister
should
Looks are
irrelevant;
Dion is PM
if he holds
confidence 
BQ has
threatened
the break
up of
Canada for
regional
advantage 
BQ voters
have equal
citizenship
rights,
even if
many dis-
like BQ 
VALUE Plurality
rules; elec-
tions are
the only
way to
change a
govern-
ment
Majority in
House
rules; elec-
tions not
only way to
change a
govern-
ment
Leaders
should be
strong, top-
down, ef-
fective
speakers 
Leaders
should
focus on
leading a
strong
team
BQ as part
of coalition
threatens
Canada,
and affirms
their past
policies 
BQ as part
of coalition
affirms
their rights
and role in
Canada
POLICY Prorogation
to avoid
confidence
votes is ac-
ceptable
Prorogation
to avoid
confidence
votes is not
acceptable
Coalition in-
cluding ‘so-
cialists/
separatists’
will stoke
regional
tensions 
Coalition
represents
means to
bring dis-
parate
views to-
gether
BQ should
never be
part of a
governing
coalition 
BQ can
participate
in coalition
subject to
specific
terms
present these facts (tuchman, 1978). As Miljan (2011) notes, an important factor in
the media coverage in 2008 was the short period in which the events unfolded. In
these circumstances initial hyperbolic frames can overwhelm other more nuanced in-
terpretations (Hall, Critcher, Jefferson, Clarke, roberts, 1978). Miljan’s ﬁndings are es-
pecially important in understanding the power that journalists have in political and
constitutional crises to frame events, issues, and other questions that may emerge in
times of political uncertainty.
one approach to manage this inherent complexity is based on the view that con-
tradiction and not consensus is the central element of journalistic discovery (Merrill,
1989). this may require that when political crises occur, journalists not only seek to
understand the frames presented by key stakeholders, but also actively seek out con-
tradictions and oppositional viewpoints. the conscious identiﬁcation of agendas,
frames, and arguments that may pertain to a story is essential. this should then be
followed by internal discussion about the potential consequences of accepting one
agenda, frame, or argument over another. one practice based on debate and dialogue
pedagogy (Wheeldon, Chavez & Cooke, 2013) is to take deliberate steps to outline each
side of an argument using a step-by-step approach. Based on existing literature on
media and prorogation (McBrien, 2012; Miljan, 2011; Wheeldon, 2011), one approach
is presented in table 5.
Limitations
All research is by its very nature limited, and this project is no different. the sample
of national journalists and commentators is too small to infer anything like generaliz-
able meaning from their responses. Even combined with ﬁndings that show little vari-
ance between experts and media based on the Analysis of Competing Hypotheses
(ACH) strategy, care should be taken in attempting to extrapolate more broadly.
likewise, while the justiﬁcation provided for ACH may appear sound, the use of this
analysis strategy ought to be tested and reﬁned. It may be that by reducing complex
ideas to the 2 most common positions on a topic or issue tends to oversimplify con-
cepts that require an understanding of their inherent complexity.
Another important limitation is that while this article focused on the Governor
General’s role in 2008 and the outcome of prorogation, beyond the purview of this analysis
is the need to compare similarities and differences among these groups about the best
way to address the confusion around constitutionality in Canada. While some journalists
and commentators acknowledge the failure of the media to challenge statements made
by the Prime Minister about the nature of parliamentary democracy, others held that:
My view is the system worked as it should; requires no modiﬁcation; mere
possibility that GG will refuse to prorogue is a check on PM power; PM
also took political risk and gamble… Should opposition parties count on
GG to do make the tough political choice (i.e., vote out a government) that
they eventually declined to do?
this respondent appears to suggest that no new steps are needed to address Canada’s
constitutional confusion, while betraying his or her own confusion by suggesting the
Governor General “votes out” a government.
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the view that “the system worked as it should have” is one that also exists among
Canadian constitutional scholars (Valpy, 2009; Cameron, 2009). In this regard, argu-
ments have been made to suggest that it has long been, and still is, parliamentary prac-
tice for the Prime Minister to ask the Governor General to prorogue parliament as he
or she sees ﬁt. Most often, this has occurred once a government has accomplished all
of its goals and completed its agenda during a parliamentary session. the exception
in 2008 was that the Prime Minister used prorogation as a means to avoid a vote of
conﬁdence that he knew he would lose. Ethics and morality aside, the fact that Stephen
Harper was able to avoid a vote of non-conﬁdence by receiving permission to prorogue
parliament can be seen as exploiting a constitutional loophole, as opposed to an un-
ambiguously unconstitutional act. that this position is still debated adds to the con-
stitutional confusion that presents itself within the ﬁeld of Canadian political studies.
It also leaves room for further discussion as to how to remedy these differences in con-
stitutional interpretations.
Another limitation is the call for a more deliberate brainstorming process to iden-
tify agendas, frames, arguments, and counterevidence. While our approach offers a
structured means to ensure various ways of seeing a story are considered before dom-
inant frames are presented as fact, it assumes both that this does not occur within
Canadian newsrooms and that such a call could be reconciled in an era in which ex-
pectations about the immediacy of information often undermine other more rigorous
processes. New norms dictate that journalists are expected to accept an increasing
amount of responsibilities, while competing in the never-ending and near constant
24-hour news cycle, on both traditional and social media. As a result, the quantity and
quality of time that journalists spend researching stories can be complicated by an
ever-increasing workload, as well as by the rush to be the ﬁrst to report on a story. the
suggestion that Canadian newsrooms should make an increased effort to incorporate
a more deliberate brainstorming process to identify agendas, frames, arguments, and
counterevidence, may in fact ﬂy in the face of the established journalistic realities in
today’s news industry. these include layoffs of reporters and editors that have elimi-
nated many specialist reporter positions, and replaced them with general assignment
reporters who are assigned to cover a different issue every day.
A ﬁnal acknowledgement that ought to be presented in the interests of trans-
parency is that in previous work, the authors of this article, (McBrien, 2012; Wheeldon,
2011) have each taken contradictory positions on some of the questions explored in
more depth through this research. While their views on the 2008 prorogation remain
at odds, both remain interested in the role of media in times of constitutional contro-
versy, and several strategies were employed to address the possibility that personal
views may, or could be seen to contaminate the research. Firstly, a deliberate strategy
underlying this research is that those who hold views different than those of the re-
searchers were included in the survey. Secondly, the research prorogation project relied
upon Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) to guide the analysis. this approach
relied upon a survey design in which the questions asked of participants were based
on the best possible case for various published positions. ACH is an analytic tool that
has some important beneﬁts when there is a large amount of data to absorb and eval-
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uate, and (as in this case) when the researchers may have a personal view on the topic
or issue. Indeed it is this strength that provides the media a means to identify which
debates ought to be reported upon, and which might be ignored.
Conclusion
Previous research suggests that the media selected which stories to tell during the pro-
rogation crisis of 2008 and focused on simplistic accounts of derogatory terms, regional
tensions, and political strategy to the exclusion of more substantive questions about
parliamentary democracy, accountability, and political representation (McBrien, 2012;
Miljan, 2011; Wheeldon, 2011). thus, it may be reasonable to assume that the media
was simply ignorant of the broader issues at stake. While that may have been the case
in 2008, this article suggests that those in media who participated in this research hold
views that are more or less consistent with Canadian constitutional scholars and ad-
visers to the Crown. Based on the ACH, the debate about the 2008 prorogation that
exists amongst constitutional scholars also exists among the selected journalists and
commentators. In short, the question is not whether the Governor General could have
intervened in 2008, but rather, about how to understand the Crown’s role when a gov-
ernment seeks to avoid a vote of non-conﬁdence in the House of Commons.
the ﬁndings in this article suggest that while debate in Canada about the 2008
prorogation remains, the two most common views about the role of Governor General
and the impact of the 2008 prorogation are the same among leading Canadian jour-
nalists and commentators, as well as constitutional scholars and former advisers to
the Crown. While not everyone may agree that media’s role in a democracy is one of
informing, educating, and engaging, few would dispute that media shapes public dis-
course concerning politics, democracy, and governance. this role may require a more
deliberate approach to ensure that when political crises arise, early frames that favour
one group over another are not adopted before other views are considered.
Notes
Beyond the scope of this article, but of some interest, is the idea that the agenda-setting function of1.
the media, as traditionally deﬁned, is out-dated. Given the role of the Internet in challenging the media
as sole gatekeeper of information, and a much more deliberate effort by governments to circumvent
and constrain the media in Canada and elsewhere, this framework might usefully be revisited and up-
dated. For an example, see Gladstone (2012).
this study emerged from a larger study entitled “Assessing Views on the 2008 Prorogation,” IrB Number2.
12688, which was certiﬁed exempt on August 9, 2012, by the Washington State University’s ofﬁce of research
Assurances based on 45 CFr 46.101(b)(2). It is not possible to identify which of those approached completed
the survey and no individual response can be attributed to any respondent.
Journalists and commentators approached were well known national ﬁgures. Each had covered3.
the 2008 prorogation for publications and outlets such as the CBC, Maclean’s, National Post, ottawa
Citizen, and toronto Star. While all were invited to waive anonymity, only David Akin explicitly agreed
to do so.
Constitutional experts were selected based on speciﬁc criteria including 1) tenured or tenure track4.
scholars who have published or engaged in signiﬁcant public engagement on the 2008 prorogation;
2) advisers to the Crown including private secretaries to Provincial lt. Governors, and those asked to
consult with the Governor General in 2008. of the 34 initially contacted, 25 completed the survey (see
Wheeldon, 2013).
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